
Supporting employees 
working remotely
The option to work from home was once seen as 

a benefit for employees, with flexibility in working 

arrangements demonstrating a progressive attitude. 

However, a long and indefinite period of enforced 

home working can feel unsettling and uncertain for 

many, especially when combined with long periods of 

isolation. Customer service employees may be dealing 

with increased volumes of calls from anxious customers 

and it is important that these staff are adequately 

supported. Voice AI technology can help to track the 

kinds of calls that are being received and provoke 

discussions with employees in order to understand their 

needs.

Alex’s customer service team are all working from home due to social distancing measures enforced by the 

government. This disruption may have a negative impact on staff who are used to working in an office where they 

can talk to their colleagues easily. Without seeing team members face-to-face every day, Alex is concerned that 

they may be dealing with anxious customers and that this may negatively impact their own mental health.

Understanding sentiment allows businesses to better address customer concerns, in turn taking some of the pressure off their 

employees who are on the front line and may be experiencing their own levels of stress. Sophisticated phone systems are no 

longer reserved for offices. Our services are designed for modern businesses that operate without limits.

No face-to-face check-ins with team members Team members may not feel supported

Profile

Solution

M247 call recording solution, powered by Dubber, with added voice AI, allows employers to track the sentiment of their 
customers. Voice AI rates the sentiment of calls as positive, negative or neutral and can also identify specific emotions 
such as fear, joy and anger. This helps to gauge how their customers are feeling and take action where necessary to 
protect their staff    

Voice AI can be added to any of our call recording services on a subscription-per-user basis. As well as sentiment analysis a
full transcription of a call can be provided by voice AI, opening up the potential for a variety of use cases when reviewing 
what was said during a call or searching for a conversation by keyword.

Conclusion

Challenges

Automatically rate each call by sentiment Identify emotions including fear, joy, and anger

Microsoft Teams Direct Routing license
& 1200 UK minute bundle
Up to 3 additional months FREE

With as many as 44M people 
now logging on to Microsoft 
Teams everyday, this real-time 
collaborative communications 
tool is fantastic in these times 
of remote working. Helping 
teams stay connected, 
share documents and keep 
businesses moving forward.

To help support and protect our 
customers we are offering our 
Microsoft Teams Direct Routing 
service FREE for up to three months
when you sign up to a new contract.
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Microsoft Teams Direct Routing
unlocked in four simple steps:

Limited time offer

12 Month 
contract 

1 month
FREE

£5.30
per user

24 Month 
contract 

2 months
FREE

£4.65
per user

36 Month 
contract 

3 months
FREE

£4
per user
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Terms & Conditions: Subject to the paragraphs below if a customer orders a new Microsoft Teams licence and 1200 UK minute bundle package the customer shall receive the following discount on the charges: (i) 1 month free when
signing a 13 month contract based on £5.30 per user;  (ii) 2 months free when signing a 26 month contract based on £4.65 per user;  (iii) 3 months free when signing a 39 month contract based on £4.00 per user. The discount will apply
to the initial term and not any renewal period following the end of the initial term. The discount is not transferable to another customer unless the customer is assigning its contract to a third party. The customer must comply with M247’s
General Terms and Conditions regarding any assignment of the contract. The terms and conditions of this offer are in addition to M247’s General Terms and Conditions, and any terms and conditions contained in any associated licence,
which apply to any discount agreed between the customer and M247. If the contract is cancelled and/or terminated before the end of the initial term the discount received by the customer up to the date of cancellation or termination (as
the case may be) must be repaid to M247. M247 may in its absolute discretion change the discounts at any time. The MS Teams offer shall run from 14th April 2020 until 30th June 2020 but may be withdrawn by M247 at any time.

Contact us now

 info@m247.com     0808 301 9688

 m247     m247.com

| www.dubber.net




